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Nigel Rodney Hunt is a partner in the legal firm King & Wood Mallesons (KWM) and leads their Perth
Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) Corporate team. He is recognised as a market-leading practitioner in
M&A by global legal directories including the Australian Financial Review Best Lawyer, and Chambers
Global.
Through having his eldest child Jasmine at Perth Modern School as a student, Nigel was elected as a
Parents’ Representative on the Perth Modern School Board, taking the role of Deputy Chair in 2017. He
has been a Director on the Sphinx Foundation Inc. Board since February 2016. Also, through his
professional contacts, Nigel has attracted additional funding for the Sphinx Scholarship Fund. His efforts
will thereby benefit Perth Modern School students for years to come.
Because of recent changes to State legislation, incorporated societies such as the Perth Modernian
Society have been obliged to review their constitutions. This has been a complicated task outside of the
capabilities of most volunteers, and extremely time-consuming. With Brendon Dawson, another member
of King Wood & Mallesons Perth WA Corporate team, Nigel has contributed significantly in the period
2016 to 2018 to the development and revision of the constitutions of the three arms of our Society – the
Perth Modernian Society Incorporated, the Sphinx Foundation Incorporated, and the Perth Modernian
Society Museum Association Incorporated. Together Nigel and Brendon advised the relevant Office
Holders on all aspects of these projects.
Nigel has earned the sincere appreciation of all who have worked with him on these tasks.
It is noted too that in other community service, Nigel has inter alia participated for several consecutive
years in the ‘Hawaiian Ride for Youth’.
Nigel, you have made a long and significant contribution both to the community
and Perth Modern School.
The Perth Modernian Society is pleased to bestow upon you the honour of
Honorary Member of the Perth Modernian Society. Your name will be permanently
recorded on the Honorary Membership Board in the Society’s History Centre and
Museum.
This award entitles you to particular consideration in all Society matters and
functions.
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